Improving Learning in Education

Educators face many challenges, one of which is: How do students learn how to learn and what strategies are good for learning? Although children are natural learners from the day they are born, most seem ill-equipped for learning the kinds of material taught in schools. Further, teachers rarely instruct students in how to study and, even when they do, their advice is often wrong. For example, some study guides and websites argue that repeated study of one subject until it is “mastered” is the best way to study. It isn’t.

Cognitive psychologists have discovered three principles that, used in isolation or, better yet, in combination, greatly aid learning. These strategies can be used in classroom settings or while students study on their own, are useful for nearly any kind of material, and are free (no fancy software needed). Yet, despite these advantages, the techniques are rarely used.

The first strategy is retrieval practice, which refers to testing oneself on material that has been learned. For example, if a student has just read a passage in her history book, closing the book for a few minutes and recalling the information to herself would greatly help her consolidate and remember it later. Retrieval practice is typically more beneficial compared to control conditions, such as reading the passage once or even reading it twice. Retrieval practice also usually produces much greater learning on delayed tests compared to restudying. Despite its robust advantages, few students hit upon the strategy on their own. Most university students report rereading of material as their preferred study strategy.

Another important strategy is spacing repetitions of information that students seek to learn. “ Burning it in” by back-to-back study does not work well for long-term learning. Spacing study sessions is generally better, and the longer the spacing, the greater is learning for the long term. Yet again, students often prefer to mass their study of a single topic to try to get it all at once without realizing the benefits of spacing.

Related to spacing is interleaving of study attempts. Consider math students learning to solve problems, such as how to find the volume of several solids. The nearly universal way of teaching such problems is to provide the formula for one type of solid (e.g., a wedge). Students learn the formula and then practice finding the volume of perhaps ten wedges. Then the students move on to learning about computing the volume of another solid (e.g., a spherical cone) and practice that one, before moving on to the next. This standard method is called blocked practice and it is also massed (i.e., no spacing between solutions). A different way of learning is by shuffling or interleaving practice. In this system, students are instructed in solving all the problems at the outset with minimal initial practice. Then they are given examples of different solids and they have to solve for the volume. One advantage of interleaving is that it teaches students how to discriminate among the problem types — “What type of solid is this?” — whereas blocked training does not. Students find interleaved practice difficult — they learn more slowly and may never achieve the
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among clinicians (N=1485), confidence is only weakly associated (r=.15) with accuracy on judgmental and prediction tasks, such as violence prediction and psychiatric diagnosis. Many people commonly, and often erroneously, rely on the confidence heuristic, a mental shortcut that regards confidence as a valid indicator of competence.15

Consistent with research on the “better than average effect,” whereby people believe themselves to be better than others on most attributes, psychotherapists seem to be as susceptible to overconfidence as everyone else. For instance, one study reported that the average clinician rated him- or herself at the 80th percentile of skill level and effectiveness among all clinicians; one quarter placed themselves at the 90th percentile.16 None considered themselves below average. These cheery self-views may engender pernicious consequences, because most therapists substantially underestimate the proportion of their clients who are deteriorating during treatment.17

Regrettably, many laypersons apparently assume that science and intellectual humility are contradictory. Googling the phrase “science is arrogant” returns approximately 1,400 entries. This intuitive belief probably stems from a confusion between scientists and science.18 Data suggest that scientists, especially highly creative ones, are more confident, dominant, and even arrogant than nonscientists.19 Still, even though some scientists themselves are conceited, the scientific community operates to keep them in check, relentlessly pushing back against their unsubstantiated claims. As McFaul observed, science is a systematic prescription for intellectual humility, reminding us that our inferences may be in error.20

Because of the scant scientific attention accorded to intellectual humility, a plethora of questions remain. On the assessment front, self-reports of intellectual humility seem likely to have their limitations. Intellectually humble people may be unaware of or reluctant to admit to their modesty, while intellectually arrogant people may be oblivious of their lack of it. It will therefore be essential to assess intellectual humility using additional modes of assessment, especially informant reports. Further, the extent to which the correlates of intellectual humility are attributable to general intelligence are unclear. On the etiological front, we know precious little about the sources of intellectual humility and the personality, cognitive, and attitudinal variables that shape its emergence.

Finally, on the intervention front, we know virtually nothing about the extent to which intellectual humility can be modified in adulthood or cultivated in childhood. In one study, fostering a “growth mindset” toward intelligence, which holds that cognitive ability can be fostered via concerted effort, yielded significant boosts in intellectual humility in adults.20 Although this investigation offers provisional evidence that intellectual humility is malleable in the short term, more research is needed to determine the extent to which this trait is amenable to long-term intervention. Given that an awareness of one’s biases is a key barometer of wisdom and perhaps a protective factor against ideological extremism,21 few scientific endeavors would appear to be more pressing for the forthcoming generation of psychologists.
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level of performance as with blocked practice. However, several studies (in labs and classrooms) have shown that interleaved learning (mixing questions for the different solids) leads to better learning.6,7 On a test given later, students who learned by interleaving maintain their level of performance, whereas those who study by blocking seem to have forgotten the solutions.

For students studying on their own, all three techniques we have recommended could be used simultaneously. Students can use retrieval practice (inherent in flashcards), they can space out their learning over days and weeks, and they can interleave topics. These techniques have all been shown to lead to more durable learning than the type of study students often prefer (and teachers often recommend): massed repetition that seems to make learning faster and easier, but which leads to rapid forgetting over time. The only caveat is that, when using flashcards and other similar techniques, students must continue to practice over widely spaced intervals to ensure that the knowledge is stable. Forgetting happens, and researchers have shown that students often choose to drop a card from the deck after getting it right once or twice when this is not sufficient practice.8

Many studies in the lab and the classroom show that these techniques can also be adapted for use in learning bodies of text. One such study asked whether questions inserted into a textbook chapter led to better retention through retrieval practice (with correct answer feedback) or whether having the questions at the end of the chapter was better (again with feedback). One of the control conditions was simply reading the answers without getting the questions at comparable placements. Retrieval practice led to greater recall than simply rereading the answers (61.5% to 44.8%), and the position of the questions did not matter on a test given two days later.9 However, asking questions both within the chapter and afterwards led to the best recall (65.4%), probably due to spaced retrieval practice.

In summary, learning can be enhanced by using these three straightforward strategies that have been shown to work by decades of research.10 Yes, retrieval practice, spacing and interleaving take a bit of work on the part of students and teachers, but they help lead to durable learning in ways that the typical strategies, such as massed practice, fail to do. Students and teachers can improve learning by redesigning courses and study schedules to better incorporate these proven methods.
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